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1 Introduction
Constraints and requirements for UX1 design are set by needs of two stakeholder groups:
Internal stakeholders, i.e. UNEXMIN project partners providing a test site, and external
stakeholders, i.e. potential end-users, operators and their potential clientele. The first group has
provided their insight in preliminary specifications presented in research plan and meeds of the
latter group has been studied by questionnaire distributed among potential external
stakeholders. This requirement specification document is based on requirements and
constraints derived from needs of these two stakeholder groups.

1.1

Description of UX1 and its mission

There are number of abandoned old flooded mines in Europe, with inadequate information of
their current status. Exploring and surveying such mines is both infeasible and hazardous for
humans. UX1 is an autonomous robotic platform for survey and exploration of such mines.
UX1 is to autonomously explore and survey such mines in order to provide high resolution data
and information from these inaccessible environments. This data should provide mapping and
morphological information of the mine along with geological information as required by the
end users.

1.2

Scope of this report

This report identifies and states key requirements set by needs of potential stakeholders and
operation environments and mission types in their interest. This report does not aim to
providing design specifications or exact technical requirements, but a basis for generating them.
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2 Environmental constraints and considerations
1.Mine tunnels and other openings are narrow which must be considered both in designing
manoeuvrability of the robot but also in hauling robot itself and support equipment
inside the mine.
2.Water inside the mine is not always transparent and any contact with the underwater
walls result in increased turbidity of water due to silt.
3.The water quality variations are high. Water might also be acidic; hence the external
equipment of the robot must be made of acid resistant materials.
4.Water temperature variation: +4… 40°C.
5.Local water flow velocity can be high.
6.Maximum depth: 500 m.
7.The walls and cavities of mines can be unstable; therefore the robot operation must be
contactless and be able to reverse out of dead ends channels.
8.Mine tunnels are predominantly vertical shafts or mainly horizontal galleries (although
with the possibility of having slight inclination in some places).
9.Horizontal galleries can vary in dimensions. For smaller galleries (older mines) the height
is usually larger than the width. Tunnels in general have height and width not bigger
than 5m.
10.There is also a possibility of having at some locations wider underground spaces (either
in galleries or at junctions). In these locations the width can exceed over 10m.
11.Maximum Manhattan distance from any point of the mine to entrance at water
surface is under 2.5 km.
Chapter 4 gives detailed information on last three test sites of UNEXMIN-project. These sites
have in large extent defined preliminary requirements.
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3 Requirements for robot characteristics
1.Revolution shape if possible without external protuberances (such as spherical or
cylindrical shape) allowing manoeuvrability in tight spaces.
2.The robot body should be streamlined to reduce drag and reduce probability of
getting stuck.
3.Maximum diameter 600 mm to be able to navigate through narrow channels.
4.Modular design (can be adapted to different missions or scenarios).
5.Easy transportation, hauling and deployment
6.The robot must possess high manoeuvrability while driving through constrained
spots.
7.The power unit should be capable of supporting the robot for 5 hours of driving
autonomously.
8.Distance covered with single charge 1 – 5 km.
9.The propulsion unit must provide enough thrust in order to drive the robot with 0.5
m/s velocity under 50 bar pressure.
10.The vision system should be able to map the wall surfaces 360 degrees
perpendicular to the motion direction and be capable of navigating in turbid water
(have complementary sensors for range information).
11.The vision system should be able to map the wall surfaces 360 degree and take
images also in turbid water.
12.Due to the lack of absolute positioning systems, robot navigation must be
environment based (based on perception). Varying water turbidity and extreme
environment conditions require multiple navigation sensor systems providing
information to be fused. These can include, multibeam sonar, sector scan sonar,
vision based systems with structured light and INS coupled with DVL with fluid
current measurement capability.
13.The robot must be capable of constant communication with a base station during the
mission while the robot is up to 500 meters underwater.
14.The robot controller unit must provide autonomous operation, power monitoring,
and fault detection for safety purposes.
15.The robot should be equipped with certain sensors in order to analyse walls and
water. These sensors can include for example:
•Hyperspectral / LIBS for mineral and geochemistry mapping.
•Gamma ray for lithology mapping
•Video and Camera (stereo).
•Thermal sensor
•Pressure sensor.
•pH and Eh
•Fiber optic sensors for water quality
16.Robot must have a water sampling system
17.The robot batteries can be loaded or charged while the robot is in water.
18.The robot must have the key functionalities:
-Create an online map of the environment for navigation purposes
-Record time stamped and synchronous mapping and application sensor data
for mission post-processing
-Use previous information about the map: both historical information from the
mine or from previous surveys, incrementally.
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-The robot's perception system should be able to perceive thin obstacles such as
ropes or cables.
-Be able to move lateral and vertical to avoid obstacles
-Has specific survey manoeuvres to move close (parallel and at a known
distance) of mine walls; to move in tunnels and galleries avoiding
obstacles; to do scanning motion to map tunnels and galleries with
multibeam; to reverse direction or move back in closed small tunnels.
19.The mission design system should allow the operator to specify the type of mission
and the parametrization of the robot exploration methods.
20.The robot system should have a wireless communication for easy setup and
parametrization.
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4 Test site characteristics
4.1 Ecton
SITE LOCATION
REGIONAL
Country:

United Kingdom

NUTS2:

Staffordshire

NUTS3:

Staffordshire
Moorlands

Municipality:
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)

Regional Map

Ecton
Main access point for
mining site.
Long: 1.842603 W
Lat: 53.130520 N

Remarks:

LOCAL
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)
Main access road
and exit:
Access to site by
paved road:
Access to site by
unpaved road:

Remarks:

Hospital at:
Emergency First
Aid Services at:
Fire & Rescue
Services at:
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Specific point for
testing

Local Map

Long: 1.845683 W
Lat: 53.123882 N
B5054
Hulme End
yes
no

No mobile phone
signal in mine site or
surrounding area

16 km
16 km

LOCAL GENERAL FACILITIES
Lodging & Food:
- small hotel / pub (10 rooms) 2km
- large 4* country hotel 13km

16 km
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Remarks:

TEST SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Type of mining exploitation: Underground.
Exploited ores: Formerly chalcopyrite (Cu)
Mineral deposit type: Formerly Cu + some Pb & Zn
Host rocks: Limestone.
Mining period: 1500 BC – 1880 AD
Current accessibility by: Adit
General mine description: Access adit (Deep Ecton) is level but wet in places (0.3m deep) to all flooded
working for UNEXMIN use and the water level in these is close to floor level. One accessible level above
Deep Ecton (Salts Level) access by different surface adit. Ladder link between them (37m) - prohibited.
What are most important parts of the mine to explore: Three flooded shafts and the worked out mineral
pipe.
Maximum depth of the mine: ~380m
Maximum know accessible depth: ~80m (Surface to
top of water.)
Minimum diameter of tunnels: Entry >0.6m
Maximum original continuous shaft length: ~300m
Maximum known continuous shaft length accessible
for testing: ~300m
Maximum original continuous gallery length:
~500m.
Maximum known and continuous gallery length
accessible for testing: Unknown.
How leveled are the galleries? Uneven floors.
Type of obstacles in the galleries and shafts: Uneven
floors with some water up to 0.3m deep.
How hard it is to get from surface to water level?
Walk of 300m. Entry level is main drainage level and
entry with steep 1m slope.
EXISTENT FACILITIES
Available electricity: Underground electricity to be
installed 240V, 50Hz 1 phase. Lighting to be installed
in working areas
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Is the mine completely flooded?: No
Water depth below the surface: ~300m
Water quality in the mine: Close to ph7 – clean.
o
Known water temperature in the mine: 10 C
Water temperature range in the mine:
o
o
10 ± 5 C estimated
Maximum known water flow velocity in galleries:
Negligible
Presence of gases inside non-flooded galleries:
None – Some prohibited areas O2 deficient.
Known living beings growing in the mine: None
Possibility of soft obstacles in shafts and galleries
which might not be detected by sensors: Some
wooden structures & wood/iron ladders
Other remarks: The mine is a listed/protected
‘Ancient Monument’. All prohibited hazardous
areas marked.
Available water: None.
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4.2

Idrija
SITE LOCATION

REGIONAL
Country:

Slovenia

NUTS2:

Osrednjeslovenska

Regional Map

NUTS3:
Idrija

Municipality:
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)

Remarks:

Main access point for
mining site.
Long: 14˚ 15.460’ E
Lat: 45˚ 54.486’ N
Highway A1 from
Ljubljana towards Koper,
exit Logatec, follow road
102 next 40 km towards
Idrija

LOCAL
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)
Main access road and
exit:
Access to site by
paved road:
Access to site by
unpaved road:

Local Map

Specific point for testing
Long: 14˚ 1.490’ E
Lat: 46˚ 0.142’ N
regional road 102
Ljubljana - Most na Soči
Yes
No

Remarks:

Hospital at:
Emergency First Aid
Services at:
Fire & Rescue
Services at:
Remarks:

LOCAL GENERAL FACILITIES
Lodging & Food:
- guesthouses, hotels, hostel
in town
- Several restaurants
- supermarket
in town
in town

TEST SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Type of mining exploitation: underground
Mineral deposit type: epithermal
Mining period:
-1490 - 1995
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Exploited ores: cinnabar ore, native mercury
Host rocks: different types of sedimentary rocks
(sandstones, claystone, carbonates, tuff...)
Current accessibility by: Vertical shaft
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General mine description: The Idrija Mercury Mine was one of the largest
and oldest mercury mines in the world and is operated since 1490. During
its 500-year tradition it was, due to the high price and the strategic
importance of mercury, always the leading center of the technological
development of mining technology in the world. The Hg mineralization is
found in the complex stratigraphic sequence, including claystones,
mudstones, sandstones, conglomerates, limestones or similar sedimentary
rocks, which are geotechnically not very favorable for mine development.
Therefore, narrow passages and a lot of supporting measures are found in
this mine. Estimates are that during of mine lifetime it produced 12.7 Mt of
cinnabar ore and 145 000 t of Hg, which means that 13% of total historic
world Hg production comes from Idrija. The mine reached its depth of 460
m below the surface, and 700 km of tunnels were excavated. The
production of mercury stopped in 1995. Today the Idrija heritage of
mercury and the Idrija Ore deposit among it is listed on UNESCO World
heritage list.

What are most important parts of the mine to explore: shaft and horizontal submerged tunnels

Maximum depth of the mine: cca m 381 m
Maximum know accessible depth: cca 270 m
Minimum diameter of tunnels: cca 2 m, but debris or
collapsed rocks can reduce it
Maximum original continuous shaft length: 271 m
Maximum known continuous shaft length accessible
for testing: unknown
Maximum original continuous gallery length:
not relevant for testing (collapsed)
Maximum known and continuous gallery length
accessible for testing:
not relevant for testing (collapsed)
How leveled are the galleries? Originally well leveled
Type of obstacles in the galleries and shafts:
Eventual wood and iron structures and mine
galleries collapses.
Narrow access passage (0.5 m), platforms (steel
bars).
Can the water level be reached from surface
without special techniques?
No. Elevator will be used to reach level III, after that
descent by foot on stairs for the next 85 m.
EXISTENT FACILITIES
Available electricity:
1-phase 220V electricity access is on the III. level; 3phase 380 V electricity access is on the surface
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Is the mine completely flooded?: no, flooded part
is level IX and below
Water depth below the surface: 206 m
Water quality in the mine:
Fe (7.2 mg/l), SO4 (4300 mg/l), Hg (90 ng/l)
Known water temperature in the mine: 17 deg. C
Water temperature range in the mine:
no fluctuations
Maximum known water flow velocity in galleries:
Unknown (probably negligent).
Presence of gases inside non-flooded galleries:
Radon, CO2, mercury vapors.
Known living beings growing in the mine:
None, except bacteria and fungus.
Possibility of soft obstacles in shafts and galleries
which might not be detected by sensors:
Eventual wood residues
steel bars (platforms) in the shaft
Other remarks:
The testing robot will be transported separately
with special winch, and finally assembled in the
shaft.
Available water: Drinking water available,
wardrobes, offices, mining rescue service, showers
and warm water
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4.3

Urgeiriça
SITE LOCATION

REGIONAL
Regional Map

Country:

Portugal

NUTS2:

Centro

NUTS3:

Dão-Lafões

Municipality:
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)

Nelas
Main access point for
mining site.
Long: 7˚ 53’ 20.44” W
Lat: 40˚ 30’ 43.02” N

Remarks:
LOCAL
Geographic
coordinates
(ETRS89)
Main access road and
exit:
Access to site by
paved road:
Access to site by
unpaved road:

Specific point for testing

Local Map

Long: 7˚ 53’ 46.12” W
Lat: 40˚ 30’ 46.65” N
N234
Exit at: Urgeiriça
Yes
No

Remarks:

Hospital at:
Emergency First Aid
Services at:
Fire & Rescue
Services at:
Remarks:

26 km
1 km

LOCAL GENERAL FACILITIES
Lodging & Food:
- 4* Historic mining Hotel – 1km
- Several restaurants – 1 km

1 km

TEST SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Type of mining exploitation: underground
Exploited ores: radium, uranium
Mineral deposit type: Quartz veins in shear zone
Host rocks: Coarse grained granite.
Mining period:
-1913-1973 Underground exploration
Current accessibility by: Vertical shaft
-1973-1991 in situ leaching
General mine description: The mining infrastructures comprise 6 vertical shafts along strike the subvertical
mineralized shear zone oriented N60E. The underground exploitation occurred in galleries 15-30 m wide that
extend horizontally for 1600 m, and reached a depth of 500 m along 18 levels. These galleries are accessible by the
main shaft (St. Bárbara shaft), through a 1x1 m wide hatch at surface. The shaft is 400 m deep, the water level is at
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8-10 m below surface and the first 20 m of the shaft walls are secured with concrete. The first galleries are at 20 m
below surface.

What are most important parts of the mine to explore: Galleries around main shaft, at levels 4, 6 10 and 15.

Maximum depth of the mine:580 m
Maximum know accessible depth: unknown
Minimum diameter of tunnels:?
Maximum original continuous shaft length: 400 m
Maximum known continuous shaft length accessible
for testing: unknown
Maximum original continuous gallery length: 1600 m
Maximum known and continuous gallery length
accessible for testing: unknown
How leveled are the galleries? Originally well leveled
Type of obstacles in the galleries and shafts: Eventual
wood structures and mine galleries collapses
Can the water level be reached from surface without
special techniques?
Easy from the main (vertical) shaft using an electrical
hoist
EXISTENT FACILITIES
Available electricity: 1-phase 220 V and 3-phase, 380 V
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Is the mine completely flooded?: yes
Water depth below the surface: 10 m
Water quality in the mine:
Average of last 3 years: pH 6,43; conductivity 705
µs/cm; 37 mg/l SO4; 1,6 mg/l Fe; 4,0 mg/l Mn; 16 mg/l
Tss; 0,046 bq/l Ra226; 15,77 ppb U;
Known water temperature in the mine:
Water temperature range in the mine:
Not measured. Dependent on thermal gradient.
Maximum known water flow velocity in galleries:
Unknown (probably negligent).
Presence of gases inside non-flooded galleries: Radon
and eventually sulfidic.
Known living beings growing in the mine:
Unknown.
Possibility of soft obstacles in shafts and galleries
which might not be detected by sensors:
Eventual wood residues.
Other remarks:

Available water: Drinking water available
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